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ABSTRACT. Average velocities for time intervals ranging from < I to 15 years were 
measured by tracking ice-surface patterns on sequential Landsat and European 
Remote-sensing Satellite synthetic aperture radar images. Velocities ofThwaites G lacier 
range from 2.2 km a 1 above the grounding line to 3.4 km a- I at the limit of measurements 
onThwaites Glacier ice tongue. The glacier increases in velocity by about I km a- I where it 
crosses the grounding line. Over the period 1984- 93, Thwaites Glacier ice tongue acceler
ated by about 0.6 km a- I. Velocities of the floating part of several minor glaciers and some 
ice shelves are also determined: Land Glacier, 1.7- 1.9 km a I; DeVicq Glacier, 0.7- 1.1 km a- I; 
Dotson Ice Shelf, 0.2- 0.5 km a- I; Getz Ice Shelf, 0.2- 0.8 km a- I; and Sulzberger Ice Shelf, 
0.01 - 0.02 km a I. The high velocities along the Marie Byrd Land coast are consistent with 
the high precipitation rates over West Antarctica and, for some of the glaciers, the lack of 
buttressing ice shelves. 

INTRODUCTION 

If all the grounded ice of the West Antarctic ice sheet were to 
melt, sea level would rise by approximately 5 m (Thomas 
and others, 1979), severely affecting the densely populated 
coastal regions of the world. The ice sheet is primarily 
grounded below sea level, making it vulnerable to unstable 
grounding-line retreat (Thomas and others, 1979). Yet its 
mass balance (the net gain or loss of ice ) remains poorly 
understood, in part because ice velocity is accurately meas
ured for only a few areas. Velocities for the West Antarctic ice 
sheet are well known for some of the ice streams draining 
into the Ross and Ronne Ice Shelves; little is known about 
velocities of ice draining through the Marie Byrd Land 
coast into the Amundsen Sea. In this paper, we discuss our 
recent work mapping ice velocities forThwaites Glacier and 
several lesser outlet glaciers farther west along the Marie 
Byrd Land coast (Fig. 1). Velocities above the grounding line 
were obtained only forThwaites Glacier. All other velocities 
along the Marie Byrd Land coast were made on the ice 
shelves or tongues. 

a resolution of about 80 m per pixel; more recent Thematic 
Mapper (TM) images have a resolution of about 30 m per 
pixel and more stable internal geometry than MSS images. 
ERS-l images have 25 m resolution (12.5 m per pixel, 
because of the artificial resampling of pixels) and enable 
identification of small crevasses above or at the grounding 

METHOD 

Crevasses in the floating part of glaciers or ice shelves may 
remain visible for many years. Using sequential satellite 
images, average velocities (for the time interval between 
image acquisitions ) can be calculated from the displace
ments of such features. Landsat and European Remote-sen
sing Satellite synthetic aperture radar (ERS-l SAR) images 
were used in this study. The Landsat images cover mainly 
the central to western Marie Byrd Land coast; the ERS-I 
images are restricted mainly to Thwaites Glacier. Older 
(1970s) Landsat multispectral scanner (MSS) images have 
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Fig. 1. Map qf Marie Byrd Land showing plrysiographicJea
tures mentioned in text. Arrows point to locations qf velocity 
measurements. 
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TabLe 1. ERS -1 and Landsat images used Jor measurements 

Image No. Location 7jpe if image 

I Thwaites Glacier ERS-I 
2 Thwaites Glacier ERS-I 
3 Thwaites Glacier ERS-I 
4 Thwaites Glacier ERS-I 

5 T hwaites Glacier ERS-I 

6 D otson Ice Shel f ER S-l 
Dorson Ice She I f ER S-I 

8 W. G etz Ice Shelf Landsat MSS 
9 W. Getz Tee Shelf Landsat MSS 

10 E. Getz Ice Shel f Landsat MSS 
11 E. Getz Ice Shel f Landsat MSS 
12 E. Getz Ice Shel f La ndsatTM 
13 E. Getz lee Shel f LandsalTM 
14 W. Ge tz Ice Shelf LandsalTM 
15 W. G etz Ice Shelf Landsat T M 

16 Land Glacier La ndsat M SS 
17 Land Glacier La ndsat TM 

18 Sulzberger lee Shelf Landsat MSS 
19 Sul zberger Ice Shelf Landsat MSS 
20 Sul zberger Ice Shelf Landsat MSS 
21 Sulzberger Ice Shelf Landsat TM 

line. The inclusion of low-resolution MSS images, the only 
images available for the earlier time period, restricts meas
urements west ofThwaites Glacier to ice tongues or shelves 

where crevasses are large. 

The European Space Agency (ESA) supplied ERS-I 
images in geocoded format (images placed in Universal 
Polar Stereographic map projection using the World Geo
detic System 1984 ellipsoid). The German facility of the 
Deutsche Forschungsansta lt fur Luft und Raum (DLR) cor
rected the ERS-I images, using a reference mean elevation 
assigned to each frame. The DLR used similar reference ele
vations for repeat images that have similar orbit and frame 
locations (Table 1). Thus, major range-displacement errors 
were eliminated. (Range displacements within frames a re 
approximately 2.3 times the elevation difference between 
the actual elevation of a point and the reference elevation; 
Roth and others, 1993). For co-registered frames with the 
same reference eleva tions and coincidental orbits and 
frames, the range displacements a re the same. In addition, 
layover problems on ice streams and ice shelves a re minor 
because slopes are low; thus the elevation difference between 
di splaced measured points located near each other is mini
mal. Compressing the images to 25 m per pixel by averaging 
squares of four pixels reduced speckle. Several of the images 
were processed to remove noisy data by using adaptive box 
filters described in Eliason and M cEwen (1990). 

Image pairs of the same geographic a rea were co-regis
tered by selecting a minimum of three well-dispersed fixed 
points located on both images (Landsat), or by using the 
supplied la titude and longitude coordinates (ERS-I). This 
latter method is limited to ERS-l images because of their 
excellent internal geometry and location accuracy to within 
50 m or better (Roth and others, 1993). Measuring the offset 
of features involved either placing the image pairs into 
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ID Date Riference 
elevation 

m 

3289-5193 2 M arch 1992 210 
11234-5193 8 September 1993 210 
11234-5211 8 September 1993 550 
13984-5193 19 M arch 1994 205 
13984-5211 19 M arch 1994 550 

3318-5175 4 M arch 1992 124 
13755-5175 3 March 1994 123 

11 72-1 6035 11 J anuary 1973 
11 72-1 6042 11 J anuary 1973 
1488 -15160 23 November 1973 
1488 -1 5163 23 November 1973 

S1029 -15244 25 December 1986 
51029-15250 25 December 1986 
42050 -1 6013 25 February 1988 
42050 -1 6015 25 February 1988 

2317-16195 5 D ecember 1975 

42348-1 6461 19 December 1988 

1158-1 6284 28 D ecember 1972 
2391-16304 17 Februa ry 1976 
2391-163 11 17 Februa ry 1976 

51015-16515 II December 1986 

different color channels and matching crevasses (Landsat 
images ) or applying a n automated cross-correlation method 
(a pattern recognition program that calculates displace
ments of features) developed by Bindschadler and Scambos 

(1991) and Scambos and others (1992) to the radar images. 
For either method, vectors of the offset dista nces were super
imposed on an image of the glacier. To obtain the di stribu
tion of velocities over the length of the glacier, the distance 
from the midpoint of each vector to the approximate posi
tion of the grounding line was measured and portrayed on 
graphs (see Fig. 6). Dividing wide glaciers into separate par
a llel paths served to record velocity vari ations in a cross
flow direction and facilitated the velocity analysis among 
the several image pairs. 

Previous investigations (Lucchitta and others, 1993) 
have shown that errors in average velocity using Landsat 
images may be as little as 0.02 km a- I if (I) the time interval 
is longer than 10 yea rs, (2) the average velocity is higher 
than 0.5 km a I, (3) co-registration points a re well dispersed 
and surround the ice flows to be measured, and (4) the 
image pair includes a Landsat 4 or 5 image. Even though 
conditions I, 3 and 4 apply in most of the current measure
ments, the slow velocities of shelf ice reduce the accuracy. 
An investigation into residual errors on co-registered La nd
sat images of the Dotson Ice Shelf (Lucchitta and others, 
1994) yielded errors in location of fixed points of no more 
than 15 m, but the lack of geodetic ground control makes it 
difficult to evaluate errors caused by incorrect scales of the 
images. An investiga tion into errors in scale between a TM 
image and a m ap of part of Victoria Land, where geodetic 
control is good, yielded errors of less than I % between map 
and image distances (Lucchitta and others, 1993). For ERS-l 
images, the errors a re better defined. Previous investiga
tions (Lucchitta and others, \995) showed that images co-re-
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gistered using nunataks are essentially without residual 

errors when other fixed points are compared, whereas 

images co-registered by the furnished coordinates have a 
maximum ground location error of 50 m (Roth and others, 
1993). A hypothetical 50 m error in nominal location of two 
images would result in a ± 5% error in measured displace
ment ofa tracked point that moved a distance of I km. 

RESULTS 

Thwaites Glacier 

Thwaites Glacier (Fig. 1) is the fastest-moving ice stream in 

West Antarctica. It drains a 121000 km2 area (McIntyre, 
1984), about 7% of the ' {Vest Antarctic ice sheet, with an 
overall surface slope of about 0.004 above the grounding 
line (Drewry, 1983). The subglacial floor of the drainage 
area reaches the Byrd Subglacial Basin, more than 2000 m 

below sea level (Drewry, 1983). Thwaites Glacier has been 
previously investigated, beginning in the early 1980s, based 
on analysis of satellite images (Hughes, 1981; Williams and 
others, 1982; Lindstrom and Hughes, 1984; Lindstrom and 
Tyler, 1984). Fluctuations of the front of Thwaites Glacier 

ice tongue have been noted by Ferrigno and Gould (1987), 

Fig. 2. Portion ifThwaites Glacier, showing grounded part 
on lower right, floating tongue on upper lift. BLack lines 
trending north- south separate paths (Pi, P2, etc.); black line 
trending east- west indicates approximate position if ground
ing line. Small white lines are displacement vectors for time 
interval 8 September 1993-19 March 1994. ERS -1 image 
11234-5211, 8 September 1993. 
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Williams and others (1995), Swithinbank and others (1997) 
and Ferrigno and others (1998). 

Thwaites Glacier lacks a buttressing ice shelf, but some 
buttressing may have been provided by Thwaites Iceberg 
tongue, which had calved from Thwaites Glacier ice tongue 
by 1967. It remained in front of the glacier until 1986, prob
ably pinned on shoals. This huge tabular iceberg (150 km 
long by 35- 65 km wide) had moved out of Pine Island Bay 

by 1990. 
ERS-l images for this area were co-registered by using 

the coordinates provided, since ody one outcrop was ex
posed on the images. When matching the images by this out
crop and the rolling topography of the grounded ice sheet, 

residual errors were within 2 pixels of the compressed 
image, or the equivalent of 50 m on the ground. However, 
the pixel offset is small relative to the measured ice-feature 
displacements, and therefore the velocity error is small. 

Velocities on both the grounded and floating sections of 
Thwaites Glacier were measured. Figure 2 shows displace

ment vectors for the grounded part and a small section of 
the floating tongue, for the time interval September 1993-
March 1994 (images 3 and 5 inTable I). (The grounding line 
was placed where the rolling topography of the ice sheet 
gives way to the crevassed ice of the tongue.) Velocities for 

this time interval for both the grounded section and the ad

jacent major portion of the glacier tongue (images 2 and 4 
inTable I) are shown in Figure 3. The figure demonstrates an 
apparent rapid increase in velocity of approximately 
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Fig. 3. Thwaites Glacier. Average velocity per paths vs dis
tance from grounding line. Negative values in grounded part 
qf glacier, positive values in floating part. Compilation qf 
velocities for all measurements if 1993- 94 time interval 
(images 2-5 in Table 1). Note rapid increase in velocity across 
grounding line. 

80 

I km a I as the central part of the glacier moves across the 
grounding line into the glacier tongue. Similar accelerations 

across the grounding line were observed on Pine Island 
Glacier (Lucchitta and Rosanova, in press ). In addition, 
measurements were made, for Thwaites Glacier ice tongue 
only, for the earlier time interval March 1992- September 
1993 (images I and 3 in Table I); they give similar velocities 
to those for the 1993-94 time interval, showing that recent 
velocities have not changed. 

Average velocities for the fastest-moving, central parts of 
the glacier (path 2 in Figs 2 and 3) range from about 
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Fig. 4. Thwaites Glacier. Comparison if average velocities 
from Landsat (Ferrigno and others, 1993) and ERS-1 
images (paths 1, 2 and 3 if Figs 2 and 3). Note apparent 
increases in velocity with time on the floating part. 

2.2 km a - ] just above the grounding line to 3.4 km a- I at the 

limit of the measurements in these images. The eastern and 
western parts of the main glacier (paths I and 3 in Figs 2 and 
3) moved at a slower rate of about 1.5 km a - ] above the 
grounding line, but accelerated to the same velocity in the 
glacier tongue. West of the main glacier (paths 4 and 5 in 
Figs 2 and 3) the ice moved at an even slower 0.2-
0.6 km a - ] above the grounding line, accelerating gradually 
to about 3 km a-I in the glacier tongue. 

Previous velocity measurements were made on the 
glacier tongue only (the section that remained after the 
1967 calving event). In 1977, R.J. Allen (in Ferrigno and 
others, 1993) estimated an average velocity of 2.0- 2.9 km a- \ 
based on aerial photographs and Landsat images. 
Lindstrom and Tyler (1984) measured an average velocity 
of 3.6 km a- I from 1972 to 1983 on Landsat images co-regis
tered by icebergs trapped in fast ice, a method that makes 
their numbers questionable. Ferrigno and others (1993) 
measured an average velocity of 2.6 km a - ] on Landsat 
images from 1972 to 1984, and 2.7- 2.8 km a- I on Landsat 
images from 1984 to 1990. They noted an apparent increase 
in the velocities, which is confirmed by the results of this 
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Fig. 5. Dotson Ice Shelf. Comparison if average velocities from 
Landsat (Lucchitta and others, 1994) and ERS -1 images. 
Note that velocities are similar. 
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Fig. 6. Eastern Get;;: Ice Shelf. Small white lines are displace
ment vectorsJor time interval 23 November 1973- 25 Decem
ber 1986. Get;;: (Wright Island) located to east if Wright 
Island, Get,;;, ( Carney ) located to east if Carney Island. 
Mosaic if Landsat images NISS 1488-15160 and 1488-
15163, 23 November 1973. 

study. The average velocity ofThwaites Glacier ice tongue 
of more than 3 km a- I, derived from ERS-I SAR images, is 
an increase of more than 0.4 km a- I from velocities pre
sented previously (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 8. Western Getz; Ice Shelf. Small white lines are displace
ment vectorsJor time interval 1l January 1973- 25 J'ebruary 
1988. Getz (Siple) located to west qf Siple Island; Getz 
( Dean) located some distance west qf Dean Island, next to 
DeVicq Glacier. Mosaic qf Landsat images MSS 1l72-
16035 and 1l72-16042, 11 January 1973. 

Dotson Ice Shelf 

The Dotson Ice Shelf (Lucchitta and others, 1994, figs 1 and 
3) is partly fed from ice diverted from Smith Glacier. Aver
age velocities of 0.3- 0.5 km a- I based on Landsat images 
from 1973 to 1988 correspond to those derived from ERS-I 
images from 1992 to 1994 (Fig. 5; images 6 and 7 inTable I). 
There is no apparent increase in velocities derived from 
ERS-I images compared to those from Landsat images. 

Getz Ice Shelf 

The Getz Ice Shelf occupies a 600 km long stretch of coast
line along Marie Byrd Land (Fig. I). It drains an approx
imately 200 km wide swath of ice from points east of the 
Executive Committee Range to Mount Kauffman and the 
Flood Range. The ice shelf is anchored by islands, peninsu
las and ice rises. Average velocities of five sections of the ice 

Rosanova and others: Velocities qfglaciers along Alarie Byrd Land coast 

Fig. 9. Land Glacier. HeaV)1 white lines trending north-south 
outline paths ( PI, P2, P3); /zeaV)1 white line trending eas/
west indicates approximate position qf grounding line. Thin 
white lines are displacement vectorsJor time interval 5 Decem
ber 1975- 19 December 1988. Landsat AISS image 2317-
16195. 

shelf were measured on Landsat MSS and TM images cov
ering 13 and 15 year intervals ranging between 1973 and 1988 
(Figs 6 and 7; images 10- 13 inTable I; Figs 7 and 8; images 8, 
9, 14 and 15 in Table I). The velocities range from 0.2 to 
0.8kma 1. 

The ice shelf west of Siple Island (Fig. 8) is the outlet for 
much of the ice trapped in an ice shelf behind Carney 
Island. DeVicq Glacier, also west of Siple Island, traverses 
the Getz Ice Shelf (Fig. 8). Velocities of the western ice shelf, 
including DeVicq Glacier, range from 0.7 to 1.1 km a I. 
Landsat images of DeVicq Glacier also show vague mor
phologic outlines of an old subglacial trough extending in
land by as much as 80 km; the trough may have served to 
locate the present ice stream. 

Land Glacier 

Land Glacier (Fig. 1) drains an area extending approx
imately 100 km inland and lacks a buttressing ice shelf. 
Flowlines visible on Landsat images indicate that additional 
ice comes from the region behind the Flood Range (Fig. I), 
significantly increasing the catchment area of the glacier. 
The glacier drains a subglacial trough between the Ford 
and Flood Ranges, having noor elevations less than 500 m 
a.s.l. (Drewry, 1983). A 20 km long subglacial trough, 
marked by a steep drop in the ice that is reflected in surface 
contours, may exist at the mouth of the glacier. Average 
velocities of Land Glacier were derived from an MSS image 
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Fig. 10. Land Glacier. Average velocity vs distance from 
grounding line. 

of 1975 and aTM image of 1988 (images 16 and 17 inTable 1). 
Its tongue, where measured, flows rapidly at 1.7- 1.9 km a- 1 

(Figs 9 and 10). 

Sulzberger Ice Shelf 

The Sulzberger Ice Shelf is separated into several segments 
by islands (Fig. 11). Measurements were performed on Land
sat MSS (1972 and 1976; images 18- 20 in Table 1) and TM 

images (1986; image 21 in Table 1). Segment Sulzberger A, 
not shown (images 19 and 21 in Table I), flows slowly at well 
below 0.1 km a - 1 (Fig. 12), apparently inhibited by numerous 
ice rises which locally ground the ice shelf. Average 
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Fig. 11. Sulzberger lee Sheif, segments Band C Small white 
lines are displacement vectors for time interval 28 December 
1972- 11 December 1986. Landsat MSS image 1158-16284, 
28 December 1972. 
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Fig. 12. Sulzberger Ice Shelf. Average velocity vs distancefrom 
grounding line. Note that two time intervals are plotted Jor seg
ments B andC 
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velocities for segment Sulzberger B (Fig. 11; images 23, 25 
and 26 in Table I) are close to 0.1 km a - [ for both time inter

vals measured (Fig. 12). Average velocities for segment 
Sulzberger C, also shown in Figure 11, are near 0.2 km a- 1 

(Fig. 12), again for both time intervals. The small differences 
in velocities between time intervals within segments are 
within the error limits of Landsat MSS images. Segment 

Sulzberger C is the least restricted by islands and shows the 
highest velocities of the ice shelf. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Thwaites Glacier is faster than most Antarctic ice streams, 
which, with the exception ofShirase Glacier (Swithinbank, 
1988) and Pine Island Glacier (Lucchitta and others, 1995), 
generally have velocities less than 1.5 kma- 1

• A velocity 
increase on Thwaites Glacier ice tongue of 0.1 - 0.2 km a- 1 

from the period 1984- 90 (compared to the period 1972- 84) 
was first noted by Ferrigno and others (1993). This increase 
may be the initial response to the loss of Thwaites Iceberg 
tongue in 1986, which probably had been pinned on shoals, 
hindering flow. According to the data presented here, 
Thwaites Glacier ice tongue accelerated a further 
0.4 km a - ] between these earlier measurements and those of 

1993. The removal of the iceberg tongue may have relieved 
some of the back-pressure exerted on the ice at the ground
ing line, enabling the glacier tongue to flow unrestricted 
(Thomas, 1979) and speed up. Thwaites Glacier ice tongue 
could also be experiencing high basal melt rates, similar to 
Pine Island Glacier Oenkins and others, 1997), causing it to 
thin and become detached from the subglacial shoals, thus 
permitting more rapid flow. BothThwaites Glacier and Pine 
Island Glacier (Lucchitta and others, 1995) increase in 
velocity by about 1 km a - 1 as the ice crosses the grounding 
line. This rapid change may be unique to fast-moving 
glaciers lacking ice shelves. 

The western Getz Ice Shelf displays more rapid 
velocities than the eastern shelf (Fig. 7). These higher 
velocities, including those ofDeVicq Glacier (Figs 7 and 8), 
which flows through the Getz Ice Shelf, may be due to stee
per catchment slopes in this area (close to 0.02) resulting in 
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increased driving stresses. The relatively high velocity of 
Land Glacier cannot be explained solely by high precipita
tion in the region (surface accumulations of 300-
400 mm a- I; Giovinetto and Bentley, 1985; Budd and others, 
1995) or by higher surface gradients, since both are similar 
to those of nearby segments of the Marie Byrd Land coast 
where the ice does not flow as fast. The low subglacial floor 
beneath Land Glacier provides one possible explanation. 
Little is known about the nature of materi als on the sub
glacial floor, but Wade (1969) suggests that la rge morainic 
deposits could be expected in thi s region. Such deposits of 
possibly deforming till could have enhanced the capability 
to slide (Alley and others, 1986; Blankenship and others, 
1986). Land Glacier also lacks a buttressing ice shelf, 
enabling the glacier to flow unimpeded. 

Glaciers feeding Sulzberger Bay are very slow. The most 
likely reasons for the relatively low velocities on this ice shelf 
are the moderate gradients above the ice shelf leading to 

nearby ice divide delimited by low mountains surrounding 
the bay, and the impediments in the glacier's path in the 
form or numerous islands and ice rises. 

Overall , velocities or glaciers a nd ice shelves are rela
tively high along the Marie Byrd Land coast compared to 
other regions of Antarctica (Swithinbank, 1988). These are 
consistent with the high precipitation rates on the West Ant
arctic ice sheet, particularly along the coasta l areas. Other 
variables that could explain the rapid velocities a re the rela
tively steep surface slopes resulting in high driving stresses, 
and the local lack of buttressing ice shelves. 
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